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About This Game

Strap your helmet on and step into the life-like practice facility of Quarterback Snap, an exhilarating football passing game for
HTC Vive. Test your skills as a quarterback in training by racing against the clock to land as many passes as you can in the

hands of your receivers.

You have 90 seconds to grab as many balls as you can, and using that golden arm of yours, send them flying through one of your
six changing receiver targets. Coach Mike will be tracking your stats, so just like one of the greats, you’ll need relentless speed

and precision if you want to make it to the top of the Quarterback Hall of Fame.

River Studios has designed this game to combine the joy of throwing a football in real life with all the fun of an arcade shooting
gallery. Perfect your technique with a few pointers from your Coach before running against the clock. Hit a hot streak and stack

up big point bonuses by keeping your fireballs on target. Compete for the number one QB score at home, with friends and
globally across Steam.

Features:

Life-like training facility, coaching staff and fully spatialized audio provide an unbelievably immersive experience.

Start with 90 seconds on the clock. Time is against you. Move quickly and efficiently to score in this fast paced sprint
for stardom. Don’t let the pressure get to you though, too many missed passes and you’ll be ridin’ bench in no time.
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Keep your head on a swivel to catch passing opportunities from any one of your six receivers. Hit your targets as soon as
they pop up for extra points. These guys can’t stay open for long!

A list of passing stats after every round help you track your progress and compare how you measure up against your
personal best.

Check the three leaderboards (Local, Global & Steam friends) early and often to keep track of your competition. Are
you a big fish in a small pond, or a true Hall of Famer?

Hit a few targets without missing? Well you’re hot now! Throw fireballs to keep the streak alive as long as you can!
Accuracy is rewarded.

Throw an epic round? Well then grab a pen and sign your name in VR for the Hall of Fame.

Pick up a few tips from your coach in the Tutorial mode, or spend a little time perfecting your pass in Training before
putting it on the line in Competition.

Quarterback SNAP is the first HTC Vive game to feature a real 3D character captured with 8i technology.
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River Studios
Publisher:
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This game is an absolute headache to play. The HOG pictures are blurry, grainy, or just plain aggravating, and there is no real
story line or worthwhile puzzles. I bought it on sale, so I don't feel at all bad about writing it off as a loss. I don't think it's worth
finishing.. Wish I could talk about the great things that others have discussed with this game but I can't.

Why? Because despite trying all sorts of troubleshooting I can't play it longer than about 5 minutes before it locks up and
windows greys it out and asks me if I want to wait or close it. If this was an Alpha I'd be understanding. If this happened in
ANY other game I'd understand. But after experiancing it in this game I tried the demo and verifed cache and disabled shaders
and nothing works.

Please fix It looks like a good game but if I'm the only one then eh, it was 50% off and we all know how hard it is to fight
steam.

EDIT: This game conflicts with my anti-virus. While I highly doubt this is due to an actual virus disabling it fixed my issue.
Seriously? I'm not sure who to blame here really, though at least I have a workaround. Game is awesome, still puzzled over why
my AV fights this game so much.

Based on merit alone, this is a awesome game. Based on conflicting with an unrelated program that likely a few others have
without either giving an indication of said conflict? Not so good. However to be fair I wrote a negative review on the AV
website as well.. I have not a single bad word about this game- it is not to hard or to easy, it is fast, it is fun.. high frame rate +
good environments, good animations, needs other gameplay bugs fixed

will try out battle royale launch next month. When I first played the game it was okay. But once you get the hang of it the game
has become pretty fun. The only issue I have is the computer always gets the first shots so you always have to hide right away.
You can't retaliate until 1-2 seconds after they start shooting. Other than that the game has been fun and I have challenged
myself to beat it but always have the timer go out on me. I definitely recommend playing this game. It reminds me of Time
Crisis but much more fun because you can shoot around corners and over the top. Just watch out for the bombs on the wall so
you don't shoot in those areas blind.
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steam asked me to write a review. I really wanted to like this game but there were just too many problems with it. It was very
glitchy. I was forced to restart many of the levels because the soldiers would not respond correctly after placing the totem.
They'd stand around in a group even if the totem was placed in an area they needed to attack. And even though I played the
entire game from start to finish I never received the achievement for completing the game. The game must have glitched out
again.... Decent. I like the guy with the tophat, you're mostly just buying this to support the game though. :P. 4X games have a
unique appeal that isn't for everyone. This game may be even more polarizing, but I find it offers so many strategic possibilities
and so few limits.. nice game :). have most player need to play a video\/audio with codec & update download manager built in.
dont have to download some stupid codec pack anymore. bad physics, overpriced. piece of♥♥♥♥♥♥: ). Well...This game
certainly has potential. I've played way worse when it comes to horror games here on steam, honestly, specially since we've been
getting a♥♥♥♥♥♥flood of horror games that are full of stock assets and suck♥♥♥♥♥

The first thought that came to my mind as soon as I started playing this game? My god, the camera effect is AWFUL. I found it
incredibly disorienting and it quickly gave me a headache. The fact that stuff glows white with that effect is probably the thing
that ♥♥♥♥ed me up the most. The dev thought about it, so there's a way to disable that and play the game in mostly
monochrome, and the tip on the loading screen tells you about that, so mad props to the dev, maybe he thought "Well, this is a
bit overwhelming."

Now, about the gameplay. Unlike other Unity horror games, this one doesn't abuse ear♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥ obscenely loud
jumpscares. And that, my folks, is something that I can truly appreciate. The atmosphere is heavy most of the time, but I feel
like that atmosphere quickly dies out once you see the first enemies in the game. They barely notice you, and when they do, they
aren't even properly animated, they just slide through the floor. Now, this is another problem I've got with the game. It is
incredibly slow. There is no way to run, and most of the time, I keep hopping around like a dumbass because it gives me the
vague illusion that I'm going faster. Spoilers: I'm not.

The sound is good sometimes, and a bit unremarkable at others. Nothing too loud most of the time, just sublte tracks and
ambient noises that are decent.

The game is really, really short, I finished it in about 40 minutes, even after dying quite a few times at some points in the game.
(COUGH COUGH LIGHT ORBS COUGH COUGH)

Now, the minigames. Oh god, the minigames.

In Dungeons of Terror, you move through 4 cameras trying to find pages and fuel. There's torches in every camera that keep the
demon girl thingy away, but they go out on their own. So, that's why you need the fuel. Now, the cameras and the fuel...It seems
like they appear randomly. I finished this mini game without knowing what I was doing, I just kept rapidly switching between
the gameras, and I barely saw the demon girl.

In Dark Water, you're floating above a black abyss (WIth water, I think). You can spin around in 360 degrees, and random blobs
of light fall from the sky. You've got to collect them by clicking them, while you're spinning around. You're spinning around to
find more orbs, and of course, to look for the huge head of the demon girl. It randomly spawns somewhere (Most of the time,
out of view), and quickly starts moving towards you. You gotta find her before she gets to you, and drop a light orb on top of
her to make her stop. There's a timer counting how long you've been alive, and the head keeps getting faster and faster each
minute. My only complain about this minigame? You move way too slow, and if it spawns behind you after the 4 minute mark,
you're ♥♥♥♥ed.

Now, Forest. My god, Forest. It's like Slenderman, same premise of collecting 8 pages while being chased by a monster (Same
demon girl.).
I found this mini game UNGODLY and ♥♥♥♥ing frustrating. Unlike in Slenderman, there's few landmarks, the map is quite
big, and there's no road or anything for you to follow. Just grass, trees, and lots and lots of branches where you can get stuck
incredibly easy. I walked around for a while and kept getting stuck on branches. I always found a way around them, except one
time. I turned around....THE DEMON GIRL WAS THERE....Not doing anything. Okay? She followed me for a while while I
was getting my♥♥♥♥♥handed to me by treant branches. And then, I reached the end of the map. And fell off the map just by 
jumping....Okay? This mini game is ungodly. I've never felt so lost in my life.

TL;DR
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I don't think it's worth the full price, I got it during a sale, and still, while I kinda enjoyed this game, I would certainly not
recommend this to anybody else who isn't as used to ♥♥♥♥♥♥ games as I am. It's incredibly short and frustrating sometimes.
But hey, I've certainly played worse before, like Despair. I do not regret the cents I spent on this game.
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